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Barr Al hikman. A coastal area in the Sultanate of Oman with intertidal mudflats that areteeming with life. Thousands of birds, fish, crabs, molluscs and a great variety of other inverte-brates make their living in an area that seems untouched by humans, and that remains mostlyunstudied. If you are to understand the richness of such an ecosystem, its functioning, its inhab-itants, its present interactions, its past and its future, where do you start?The answer, of course, is natural history. Natural history is the science that observes anddescribes the natural world, in which the study of organisms and their linkages to the environ-ment take the centre stage (Tewksbury et al. 2014). It is a part of the biological sciences that isde-emphasized nowadays, but which remains the basis for all further studies in biology andbeyond (Bijlsma et al. 2014; Tewksbury et al. 2014; Dijkstra 2016). Natural history is also atthe basis of this thesis. In this final chapter I will begin with highlighting some of the main findings of thepresented chapters. This includes natural historical observations: the spatiotemporal abun-dances of molluscs, crabs and shorebirds. I will also highlight some of the interactions that weobserved between species, and in the same time will explain some of these interactions. Indoing so, I will emphasize that several of the studied species show morphological traits that arerelatively ‘outspoken’, beyond the average, when compared to species in other ecologicallysimilar regions in the world. Then, in an attempt to place the work in a wider context, I willcontemplate on how these morphological traits became so outspoken in the course of evolu-tion. I will argue why this is of great interest, not only from a general scientific perspective, butalso from a conservation perspective. 
The thesis in a nutshell: molluscs, crabs, shorebirds, and well-developed armatureThe intertidal mudflats of Barr Al hikman consist of a diverse community of molluscs (Chapter2), crabs (Chapter 3) and shorebirds (Chapter 4). Whereas the densities and diversity ofmolluscs and crabs are comparable with those found on other intertidal areas in the Indo-WestPacific, Barr Al hikman has a remarkable large and diverse community of shorebirds (Chapter5). The number of birds per species were stable or increased (Chapter 5). This latter findingcontrasts to many other areas in the world, which suggests that the relevant conditions forbirds in the area did not change as much as in other areas. In-depth analysis of the demo-graphics (survival and reproduction) of crab plovers showed that the observed stable popula-tion can only be explained if the area receives immigrants on a yearly basis. This illustrates thatBarr Al hikman is an open ecosystem (Chapter 6). Most shorebirds in the area were found to feed on benthic invertebrates (Chapter 2). And,although most benthic biomass resided in molluscs, there were hardly any shorebirds foragingon molluscs. Detailed measurements on molluscs showed that they were mostly unavailable toshorebirds, either because of their hard-to-crush shells, or because they lived too deeply in thesediment. A comparison with molluscan communities at other intertidal mudflats showed thatmolluscs at Barr Al hikman are distinctly better defended than those reported from anywhereelse (Chapter 2). 
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Most shorebirds were observed feeding on crabs (Chapter 2). Almost all crab-eating shore-birds consumed burrow-hiding crabs (Chapter 2 and unpublished data). Only crab plovers alsoconsumed swimming crabs (Chapter 8). In fact, in-depth analyses of the diet of crab ploversshowed that they strongly preferred swimming crabs over burrow-hiding crabs, also in yearswhen burrow-hiding crabs were abundant. The preferred swimming crabs include a specieswith especially strong claws that can crush the hard-to-break molluscs (Chapter 2). We showedthat the observed preference for swimming crabs emerges from efficient handling of swim-ming crabs by the crab plover and the fact that burrow-hiding crabs hide for long time-periods.Undoubtedly, crab plovers owe the unique talent of handling swimming crabs to their equallyunique heavy bill (Chapter 8). 
The evolution of powerful armatureWhy do crab plovers have such heavy bills, swimming crabs such powerful claws and molluscssuch hard-to-break shells? I will address these questions from an evolutionary perspective (cf.Tinbergen 1963), as I believe that this is a promising approach to gain insight in the functioningof the Barr Al hikman ecosystems and the interactions between its species. But note that thesequestions could have been addressed in other ways too. See Tinbergen (1963), Bateson &Laland (2013) hogan & Bolhuis (2009) and Piersma (2018) for contemplation on this topic.In general it is thought that predation and anti-predatory traits are adaptive characteristicswhich have evolved in interaction with their environment. In the environment, the “relation oforganism to organism is the most important of all relations” (Darwin 1859). Thus, if we want tounderstand how species evolved their attack and defence mechanisms, a first step is to definethe interactions between and within species. This also relates to the question why certainspecies show more powerful armature than others, because powerful competitors are thoughtto have evolved under conditions of intense competition and predation (Vermeij 1987). Yet,other aspects of the environment may also contribute to the evolution of powerful armature(Darwin 1859). here I will first discuss the interactions (selective pressures) under which theheavy bill of the crab plover, the powerful claws of the swimming crab and the hard-to-breakmolluscs could have evolved. Next, I will more general discuss the role of the environment.
Well-developed armature: species interactionsSpecies can evolve their attack and defence mechanisms in interaction with their enemies andtheir prey. Geerat Vermeij (1987, 2004) has argued that species will evolve more powerfularmature in response to enemies (predators, competitors, kleptoparasites and parasites) thanin response to prey, because enemies often impose stronger selection over their victims thanvictims over their enemies. In the case of a predator-prey interaction this is because if a pred-ator fails in an attack it loses a meal (and some time and energy), whereas failure for the preymeans death, a principle commonly referred to as the ‘life-dinner’ principle (Dawkins & Krebs,1979). 
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The process in which species evolved their traits in response to enemies was coined ‘escala-tion’ by Vermeij (1987). The process in which species evolve their armature in response toeach other is often referred to as ‘coevolution’ (Thompson 2005). Thus, in escalation shells getthicker in response to stronger crab claws which get stronger in response to its own enemies,whereas in coevolution claws of crabs get stronger, so shells get thicker, so claws get strongerstill (Fig. 12.1) (Dawkins & Krebs 1979). The conventional wisdom is that defensive traitsmainly evolve in a process of coevolution, yet Vermeij (1987, 2004) emphasizes that in almostall species, escalation is a more appropriate mechanism to explain traits related to armature.This is because predator-prey interaction never take place in isolation, and almost all preda-tors have their own enemies (Vermeij 2004). In order to evaluate competing hypotheses about the evolution of predator–prey systems,the long-term direction of selective pressure should be known. Despite some successes insingle predator-prey interactions (e.g. Kingsolver & Diamond 2011; Bijleveld et al. 2015a), itremains difficult to quantify the long-term direction of selective pressures when the interac-tions involve more than two species (Kingsolver & Diamond 2011). Especially, there is littleempirical evidence on predator traits that coevolve in response to the traits of the prey (Brodie
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Coevolution Escalation

Figure 12.1. Direction of selective pressures in coevolution and escalation. The term ‘evolutionary arms races’ issometimes used to collectively refer to both of these processes (Dawkins & Krebs 1979), adapted from Dietl andKelley (2002).
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& Brodie 1999; Dietl 2003). If the direction of selective pressure is unknown, a qualification ofthe interaction between species will still be informative. In this respect, it is also important toknow whether predators sometimes fail to kill their prey after an encounter. Anti-predationtraits that evolved to resist attacks (such as shells) only have the chance to evolve if some preysurvive and reproduce after being detected and/or assaulted by a predator; if predators have a100% success rate, there will be no selection taking place on defence mechanisms (Vermeij1982; Wade & Kalisz 1990). Likewise, improvements of the attack mechanisms in predatorsmay be related to predation failure, but, due to the ‘life-dinner’ principle, the evolutionaryresponse will be less strong because one event of unsuccessful predation mostly does not meanthe death of a predator (Vermeij 1982). Based on the results presented in this thesis we have several indications that the traits thatare involved in the crab plover-crab-mollusc interactions have evolved under a process of esca-lation. Most importantly, we provided evidence in Chapter 2 that the molluscs in Barr Alhikman are subject to predation by swimming crabs and conceivably fish. Moreover, crabs aresometimes unsuccessful in their predation attempt, as inferred from the repair scars that wefound in all species of gastropods (Chapter 2). This indicates that swimming crabs are impor-tant selective agents for the evolution of anti-predation traits in the molluscs of Barr Alhikman.Swimming crabs themselves conceivable also evolved their claws in response to enemies,i.e. in a process of escalation, as swimming crabs have many enemies. An obvious enemy ofswimming crabs is the crab plover. This bird could well be selective agents for crab claws, assometimes crab plovers forego attacking a swimming crab seemingly because of the powerfulclaws (Fig. 12.2). In addition, swimming crabs have several more enemies such as a suite of fishspecies (Golani & Galil 1991). Moreover, swimming crabs are a potential selective agent fortheir own defence traits, as swimming crabs are known to be ferocious cannibals (Cannicci et
al. 1996; Safaie 2016). In line with this we regularly observed swimming crabs attacking eachother with their claws. In such interactions, crabs may exert strong selection pressure over oneanother (West et al. 1991). In fact, this selection pressure could be higher than that by crabplovers as crab plovers migrate to other areas for breeding and are not present at Barr Alhikman for a large part of the year (Box B, Chapter 11). 
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Figure 12.2. Swimming crabs sometimes successfully defend themselves against attacks of crab plovers. Whileanalysing 101 hours of video footage of foraging crab plovers (Chapter 2), we observed 5,031 prey captureattempts of which 1,262 were successful and of which 379 prey items could be identified as swimming crabs(two species) (Chapter 8). Presumably, most attempts failed because crabs or other prey items escaped bymeans of swimming or running. At one occasion we observed that a crab plover gave up attacking a swimmingcrab, seemingly because it was afraid for the claws of the crab. Pictures show video stills of that occasion.
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Enemies may impose strong selection pressure on the claws of swimming crabs, yetprocesses of coevolution cannot be excluded, and potentially act simultaneous with escalation.The plastic development of defence and attack traits may enhance the coevolution process.Experiments with captive crabs showed that crabs raised on shelled prey developed larger andstronger claws than crabs raised on unshelled prey (Smith & Palmer 1994). Other experimentsshowed that molluscs respond to water-borne stimuli released by predatory crabs by growingthicker, more difficult to break shells (Appleton & Palmer 1988). Thus, crabs and shell cancoevolve their armature in short-term phenotypic responses, which could yield long-termchanges if the net changes are directional (Agrawal 2001; West-Eberhard 2003) Based on the observations presented in this thesis it is difficult to distinguish between esca-lation or coevolution where it concerns the bill of the crab plover. Although crab plovers areoften referred to as apex predators, they do have enemies which may be selective agents. Thiswould be an argument in favour of escalation. In our video recordings (Chapter 8) we observedthat five of the 379 caught swimming crab were stolen, either by conspecifics or by gulls. Thesewere is all cases large (and thus energy-rich) crabs. Although these interactions are unlikely tobe lethal, kleptoparasitism can be a major driving force in the evolution of the morphology andbehaviour of the interacting species (Iyengar 2008). For instance, a bill that can process crabsfaster may be advantageous to a crab plover if this can keep its conspecifics at a distance, or ifthis means faster handling of the crabs. An argument in favour of a coevolution process is that it is also conceivable that swimmingcrab are dangerous prey and thereby exert selection pressure on defensive traits of crabplovers (Vermeij 1982; Brodie & Brodie 1999). Some observations indeed suggest that thedefence strategies of swimming crabs can be dangerous for crab plovers. First of all, crabplovers can ‘fight’ with swimming crabs up to several minutes (Chapter 8). Crab use their clawsin such fights, which can scare-off crab plovers (Fig. 12.2). Furthermore, we often observedthat crab plovers close their eyes while probing in the mudflats, which we speculated as beingan anticipation on the big powerful claws of swimming crabs. But there are also observationsthat imply that crab plovers are not so afraid for the defences of swimming crabs. For example,crab plovers preferred swimming crabs even when alternative prey were also available. Inyears when swimming crabs were not available, crab plovers seemed to be able to collectenough food on the alternative prey (Chapter 8), suggesting that they do not attack swimmingcrabs out of necessity, but out of preference. In line with this, our experiments with captivecrab plovers showed that crab plovers switched to swimming crabs when their stomach wasfull, while the easier-to-handle, but more-difficult-to-digest sentinel crabs were still ad libitumavailable (Chapter 8). To determine whether crabs can exert selective pressure on crab plovers, future researchcould focus on investigating if (the bill of) crab plovers show a phenotypically plastic responseto (the claws of) swimming crabs. Although the bills of birds generally do not show phenotypicplasticity (Grant & Grant 2011; Piersma & van Gils 2011), some examples do exist in shorebirds(Pol et al. 2009; van Gils et al. 2016). The growth of the bill in crab plovers continuesthroughout the first year after hatching, and maybe even longer (Box C), which does allow alarge time window in which crab plovers can phenotypically respond to swimming crabs. Thisline of research perhaps may be facilitated by an unintended ‘experiment’. Swimming crabs, a
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commercially important crab (Chapter 3), are currently overfished in the area (Mehanna et al.2013). If this continues, the species can become less abundant in the area and this may affectbill growth in crab plovers. It is important to realize that the above statements are speculative. In reality, the selectionprocesses could be more complex, and selection processes could have changed over the courseof history. A large body of literature shows how the type and strength of interactions betweenand within species can change in the course of generations, for instance because diets changewith ontogenetic development, which in turn depends on competition with conspecifics (deRoos & Persson 2013). These changes can be rapid, as currently, many evolutionary biologistsare considering a more active role for behaviour in evolution than has traditionally beenacknowledged (Laland et al. 2014), with plastic behavioural responses triggering evolutionarychange in morphological characteristics (Piersma & van Gils 2011; Bateson & Laland 2013).Nevertheless, at least it is safe to assume that the evolutionary interactions between crabplovers, crabs and molluscs are by no means isolated. Complex interactions are a prerequisite for the evolution of powerful armature, but thisalone cannot explain why species have evolved powerful armature. In the next section I willelaborate on the role of the environment more generally. 
Well-developed armature: The role of the environmentDarwin (1859) was the first to clearly articulate that that species show striking differencesbetween environments in the amount of armature. he noted that species are relatively docilewhen they live in small areas such as the Galapagos Islands, whereas animals in populationsthat cover large areas show more powerful armature. This pattern has been confirmed manytimes, both in terrestrial and marine environments (Darlington 1959; Vermeij 2004). Theproposed underlying mechanism is rather straightforward: in large areas, populations arelarger so there is a higher chance that favourable armature will arise, for instance throughgenetic mutation (Darlington 1959). Furthermore it is suggested that the number of interac-tions is generally larger in large areas, which further favours the selection of armature (Darwin1859; Darlington 1959; Briggs 1966; Vermeij 2004). In addition, evolutionary theory suggeststhat in a small population, a mutant with only a very small advantage will behave as a neutralmutant because the effects of random fluctuations in population size then overshadows theeffects of selection (Kimura 1983 cited in Vermeij 1987). Besides the size of an environment,also temperature is thought to be of fundamental importance for the evolution of powerfularmature. Warm conditions are favourable to the evolution of high performance, as metabolicrates increase when temperature rises (at least op to 40 degrees) (Darlington 1959; Gillooly et
al. 2001; Vermeij 2004). Moreover, in marine areas several functions (i.e. filter-feeding andswimming) become energetically less expensive as temperature rises and the viscosity of thewater drops. higher ambient temperatures also enable higher precipitation of calciumcarbonate in skeletons (Vermeij 2002; Vermeij 2003). Attack and defence mechanisms areenergetically costly, and are observed to evolve particularly in productive environments whereresources are available and accessible. 
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It is thought that these conditions together have contributed to the well-developed attackand defence mechanisms of the organisms of the shallow coastal areas and the intertidal rockyshores in the Indo-West Pacific (Vermeij 1978, 2004; Briggs 2006, and see introduction). It isconceivable that these same conditions have led to the well-developed armature that wecurrently see at the intertidal mudflats of Barr Al hikman. Indeed, the area is warm and may beespecially nutrient rich as it is situated in the Somali upwelling (Sheppard et al. 1992).Moreover, Barr Al hikman can be considered a large area that is part of the Indo-West Pacificbiogeographical region as faunas of intertidal mudflat areas are generally connected with thefaunas of shallow marine waters and the intertidal rocky shores. Indeed, many of the fishes andswimming crabs that we observed at Barr Al hikman have home ranges that extend into thesublittoral (Chapter 3), and their distributions often extend to large parts of the Indian Ocean(Lai et al. 2010). Also the larval stages of the benthic invertebrates can disperse over largedistances (Williams & Reid 2004). The only point that perhaps contrasts with the idea thatpowerful attack mechanisms prosper in large populations is the crab plover. The current popu-lation of crab plovers is small compared to populations of other shorebirds, and confined tosmall breeding areas (Chapter 11). The idea that Barr Al hikman is part of a much larger Indo-West Pacific biographical area,and therefore has a shared evolutionary history with the rocky shores and the shallow watersin this area, suggests that faunas at other intertidal mudflat areas in the Indo-West Pacificshould also show well-developed armature. There is not much data to substantiate this, but theearlier chapters of is thesis offer several suggestions that they do. First of all, crab plovers occurthroughout the Indo-West Pacific and are reported to encounter swimming crabs with ‘vastand powerful claws’ at several non-breeding sites (Swennen et al. 1987). Furthermore, theonly shorebird that has a similar-shaped bill as the crab plover is the beach thick-knee (Rands1996) (Fig. 12.3). Beach thick-knees are not closely related to crab plovers (Pereira & Baker2010), and they are also endemic to the Indo-West Pacific, where they primarily eat crabs
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Figure 12.3. The bill of the crab plover (A) and the bill of the beach thick-knee (B) are strikingly similar. Bothspecies are endemic to the Indo-West Pacific and primarily eat crabs. But they are not closely related.
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(Rands 1996). We speculate in Chapter 8 that the bill of the crab plover and the beach thick-knee could have evolved in a world where other fauna also show well-developed armature. Afinal argument is the near absence of red knots not only in Barr Al hikman, but in almost allparts of the Indo-West Pacific (Chapter 2). Red knots are molluscivorous shorebirds that areabundant on almost all other intertidal mudflat areas of the globe. In Chapter 2 we showed thatat Barr Al hikman there is hardly any molluscan biomass available to molluscivorous shore-birds. We argued that this is because molluscs are not available to red knots there because oftheir hard-to-crush shells, and/or because they live too deeply buried in the sediment (Chapter2). hence, the absence of red knots from the Indo-West Pacific may well be a direct conse-quence of the above described escalation process, if that is indeed the evolutionary cause of thewell-developed armature in molluscs (earlier proposed by T. Piersma, but only published in ahidden way by Piersma 2006). 
Global change, consequences of evolutionary arms racesUnderstanding the evolutionary history of species and the arms races under which theyevolved their armature can help to illuminate the current and future distribution of species(Vermeij & Dietl 2006). This has become increasingly important because we humans have beenmoving species all across the globe. In addition, many barriers have been neutralized thatpreviously prevented species from dispersal. In this respect, the Indo-West Pacific is an inter-esting area: it became connected with the Mediterranean after the opening of the Suez Canal in1869. This specific human project resulted in what is now known as the Lessepsian migration:more than 200 species of Red Sea organisms have made it into the Mediterranean. On thecontrary, less than a dozen species have taken the reverse course into the Red Sea or otherparts of the Indo-West Pacific (Briggs 2003). It is thought that this migration is largely unilat-eral because the marine species in the Indo-West Pacific have better developed armature(Vermeij 2004). Indeed all the mollusc species listed in Chapter 2 and crab species in Chapter 3are native to the Indo-West Pacific (http://www.marinespecies.org/introduced/). I proposethat Barr al hikman has remained free of invasive species; not because of a lack of human influ-ences, but due to its evolutionary history.having emphasized the importance of defensive traits for molluscs in Barr al hikman, itmight be surprising that there actually are some mollusc species at Barr Al hikman that showhardly any defensive traits at all. For instance, bivalves from the Tellinidae family are easy tobreak by predators and live in the top of the sediments (Chapter 2). Several authors werepuzzled by similar observations and referred to them as ‘hanging relicts’ (Briggs 1966).Perhaps, such species have survived by adopting a life-history strategy in which they directmost of their energy towards reproduction (Vermeij 1976). But if this is true, then they shouldstill differ from other thin-shelled and shallow burying mollusc species to explain why they areable to survive, and mollusc species from the Mediterranean apparently are not. There are stillmany questions out there!
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Global change, will there be an end to evolutionary arms races?Over the past centuries, many of the worlds’ coastal ecosystems have been changed byhumankind due to land reclamation, eutrophication, climate change and overfishing (Lotze et
al. 2006). In fact we have now lost over 50% of the coastal natural habitats (Davidson 2014).Originally, habitats in Europe and North America have been affected most strongly, but thecurrent rate of habitat loss is highest in Asia (Davidson 2014). Barr Al hikman is now one of themost pristine areas in the Indo-West Pacific, and also in the rest of the world. This thesis gives several arguments that can guide decision makers to protect Barr Alhikman as an ecosystem. First an economic one: the area functions as a nursery ground forcrabs (Chapter 3). Secondly, an important shared responsibility of the government of Omanand other countries along the flyway are the migrant shorebirds: Barr Al hikman is a key areafor shorebirds in the West-Asian East-African flyway (Chapter 5). Thirdly, the area has beenrecognized as an important feeding ground for sea turtles (Ross 1985) and a nursery groundfor shrimps (Mohan & Siddeek 1996), and most likely also for fish (Bom et al. 2018). I hope that these arguments, and the mere pristine beauty of the area, will contribute to abetter protection and managing of the Barr Al hikman ecosystem. In addition, what I hope tohave shown in this final chapter, is that the species of Barr Al hikman cannot be seen asisolated identities. They evolved their characteristics, the way they look and behave, in anendless number of interactions with other species in the large and productive Indo-WestPacific, an environment in which intertidal mudflats, shallow coastal areas and rocky shoreshave the same evolutionary history because they are interconnected habitats. All these areasneeds protection to make sure that they remain interconnected. Only then, the complex inter-action that have led to the described evolutionary arm races can continue.
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